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Procedures
This section outlines five procedures which are particularly
relevant for public procurement of innovation. Their
common feature is that they allow greater scope for
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interaction and dialogue with the market, when compared to
the open or restricted procedures. National implementing
legislation should be consulted to determine how these
procedures have been adopted in your country.
Choice of procedure
The following factors are likely to influence the choice of procedure(s) under the new directives for contracting
authorities planning PPI.
• Degree of knowledge about the market
• Is research and development work needed
• Can a specification be developed
• Is there a need to acquire the solution on commercial scale (i.e. beyond test series)
• Number of potential suppliers and structure of the market
• Time and resources available for the procurement
The below diagram shows how these factors may help inform choice of procedure(s), although naturally it is a
simplification and the applicable considerations will vary.

Sufficient knowledge of the market to define requirements for end-solutions?
YES

NO
Preliminary market consultation
Need R&D services prior to procurement?

YES

NO

Do you wish to acquire innovative products or services
on a commercial scale, as part of the same procedure?

Can a specification of the end products / services
to be procured be developed?

YES

NO

YES

NO

Innovation Partnership

Pre-commercial procurement

Competitive procedure with
negotiation

Competitive dialogue

Levels of competition or time / resources inadequate for above procedures?
Consider joint procurement or, in exceptional cases only, derogation from the directives.
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Pre-commercial procurement (PCP)
Objective: To procure research and development services, up to the prototyping or first test production stages.
PCP may include the acquisition of the limited prototypes and/or test products developed, but does not include the
acquisition of larger volumes of resulting end-solutions on a commercial scale and must not constitute state aid.
Regulated by the procurement directives? PCP falls under an exemption to the directives and does not
constitute state aid, provided the benefit of the R&D services does not accrue exclusively to the contracting authority
for use in the conduct of its own affairs and the PCP is executed in a fair, open, transparent and competitive way so
that the R&D services are procured at a market price.9
Steps: Note that the staff working document associated to the 2007 European Commission communication on
PCP"10 provides one possible implementation approach to PCP. Procurers and innovation agencies across a number
of European countries have developed implementation approaches based on regional/national procurement and
innovation practices to support the implementation of PCP. An overview of examples of PCP implementation in
different EU countries is available at www.cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/pcp.
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Further guidelines on conducting PCP in compliance with the state aid rules can be found in the draft Framework for State Aid for Research, Development and Innovation,
available on the D-G Competition website.

10

PCP communication COM/2007/799 and associated staff working document SEC (1668) 2007.

 Preparing for PCP and call for tenders
• Identify a challenge which cannot be solved by application of existing products and services but could benefit
from dedicated research and development work
• Establish the state-of-the-art in the field, who the active parties are and whether PCP could be conducted
jointly with other potential purchasers

2

property rights) and develop terms and conditions to cover the services to be carried out
• Launch a PCP call for tender to invite proposals for the exploration of solutions, prototyping and test
production phases. PCP contracts should be awarded to more than one operator for each phase. The PCP
competition will not be covered by the procurement directives but the Treaty rules on transparency, nondiscrimination and competition rules apply. PCP contracts can be awarded to cover solution exploration,
prototyping and original development and testing of first products.

How to Procure Innovation

• Consider the approach to risk and benefit sharing to be taken (e.g. payment of costs, licensing of intellectual

 Solution exploration
• Research and development work commences in line with the proposal(s) from the successful operator(s)
• Reporting and information sharing as provided under the contract terms
• Payment for exploratory phase and decision on whether to proceed to prototype

 Prototyping
• Selection of operator(s) to produce a prototype
• Production of prototype and decision on whether to proceed to test series
• Payment for prototyping phase

 Test series
• Limited production of newly developed product or service
• Assessment of test series, publication and standardisation (if appropriate)
• Payment for final phase. Further acquisition on a commercial scale will require a new competition under the
procurement directives
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Competitive dialogue
Objective: To award a contract for supplies, services
or works following dialogue with selected participants.
Each bidder submits an offer based on their own
solution to the needs the authority has outlined,
rather than responding to a common specification.
stage. Competitive dialogue is often used for large or
complex projects where the technical specifications
cannot be adequately defined in advance.
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Supplier expertise can be accessed in the dialogue

Regulated by the procurement directives? Yes, the competitive dialogue was introduced in the 2004
directives and updated in the 2014 directives. Under the 2014 Directives it is now available in any of the following
situations:
• Where the needs of the contracting authority cannot be met without adaptation of readily available solutions
• The needs include design or innovative solutions
• The contract cannot be awarded without prior negotiations because of specific circumstances related to the
nature, the complexity or the legal and financial make-up or because of the risks attached to them
• The technical specifications cannot be established with sufficient precision by the contracting authority with
reference to a standard, European Technical Assessment, Common Technical Specification or technical reference
• If only irregular or unacceptable tenders are submitted in response to an open or restricted procedure
Steps:
Selection Stage
Publication of contract notice

Selection of operators for dialogue

Dialogue Stage
Descriptive document issued

One or more rounds of dialogue
with operators

Optional reduction of numbers

Award Stage
Close dialogue and invite final tenders
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Fine-tuning of offers

Select preferred bidder, confirm terms

 Selection stage
• Call for competition identifying nature of intended procurement and criteria for selection of operators
• Assessment of requests to participate against selection criteria
• Minimum of three operators invited to dialogue stage, provided a sufficient number of qualified operators apply

 Dialogue stage

2

• A descriptive document is issued to the selected operators, setting out the authority’s needs and

• Dialogue is opened with the operators, often involving submission of outline solutions which are
progressively refined. Equality of treatment must be ensured and the confidentiality of solutions maintained
unless operators agree otherwise.
• The number of operators may be reduced by application of the award criteria. The number participating in
the final stage must make for genuine competition insofar as there are enough solutions.

How to Procure Innovation

requirements, the award criteria to be applied and an indicative time frame

 Award stage
• Dialogue closed and submission of final tenders invited based on the solution or solutions discussed with each
operator
• Tenders may be ‘clarified, specified or optimised’ but no changes to essential aspects which would distort
competition
• Application of award criteria to determine preferred bidder. Negotiations may be carried out with preferred
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bidder to confirm financial commitments or other terms.

Competitive procedure
with negotiation
Objective: To procure goods, services or works
which include an element of adaptation, design or
innovation, or other features which make the award
of a contract without prior negotiations unsuitable.
Unlike the competitive dialogue, it requires that the
authority can specify the required characteristics of
the goods or services in advance of the competition.

Regulated by the procurement directives?
Yes, this is a new procedure introduced in the 2014
directives, replacing the negotiated procedure with
prior publication of a notice. It can be used in the
out above, i.e. adaptation, design or innovation is
needed, the contract cannot be awarded without
prior negotiations due to risk or complexity, technical
specifications cannot be defined with sufficient
precision, or only irregular or unacceptable tenders
have been submitted.
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same situations as the competitive dialogue set

Steps:
Selection Stage
Call for competition outlining requirements

Selection of operators for negotiations

Negotiation Stage
One or more rounds of written submissions and negotiations

Optional reduction of numbers

Award Stage
Notify bidders of conclusion of negotiations,
set deadline for final bids

eliforP yM
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Award contract based on final bids

xednI eliF

 Selection stage
• Call for competition identifying the nature of intended procurement and criteria for selection of operators.
Procurement documents must specify the characteristics of the goods, services or works, the minimum
requirements and award criteria.
• Assessment of requests to participate against selection criteria
• Minimum of three operators invited to tender stage, provided a sufficient number of qualified operators

2

 Negotiation stage
• Selected operators invited to submit initial tenders which are then subject to negotiation. Minimum
requirements and award criteria cannot be negotiated.
• Successive rounds of tenders and negotiations may take place. Equal treatment of operators must be
ensured, with all bidders being informed of changes to the technical specifications or other procurement
documents and given adequate time to modify their tenders. Confidential information can only be disclosed

How to Procure Innovation

apply.

with explicit permission of the bidder.
• The number of operators may be reduced by application of the award criteria. The number participating in the
final stage must make for genuine competition insofar as there are enough solutions.

 Award stage
• Inform remaining tenderers of intention to close negotiations and set common deadline for receipt of final
offers
• Award contract based on the specified award criteria (without further negotiation)

Innovation partnership
Objective: To research, develop and procure on a commercial scale
new products and services. The innovation partnership allows for the
award of a phased contract covering all stages from R&D through to
acquisition of commercial volumes of finished products or services, with
the involvement of one or more economic operators in each phase.

establishing an innovation partnership are specified in the directives
and involve the use of the competitive procedure with negotiation.
Innovation partnerships can be set up where a contracting authority has
a need for an innovative product, service or works that cannot be met by
purchasing products, services or works already available on the market.
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Regulated by the procurement directives? Yes, the rules for
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Steps: The below diagram shows one possible format for an innovation partnership. It is also possible to establish
a partnership with a single operator, without prejudice to EU state aid rules.11
Competitive procedure with negotiation to set up partnership with one or more operators.
Partner A
Phase 1: R&D activities

Partner B
Phase 1: R&D activities

Partner B
Phase 1: R&D activities

Intermediate target and payment for
R&D phase

Intermediate target and payment for
R&D phase

Intermediate target and payment for
R&D phase

Phase 2: Prototyping
Intermediate target & payment for
prototype

Phase 2: Prototyping
Intermediate target & payment for
prototype

Phase 3: Test series or pilot
Intermediate target & payment for pilot
Purchase of resulting
supplies, services or works

eliforP yM

 Competitive procedure with negotiation
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• Procedure as outlined above, with the need for an innovative product, service or work outlined in the procurement
documents
• Selection criteria must relate to candidates’ capacity to carry out R&D and develop and implement innovative
solutions

dnI eliF

sre

• Award of one or more phased contracts for R&D services, prototyping, manufacture of a test series, pilot and
acquisition of end-products/services. Contracts must include intellectual property provisions

 Development stage

• Execution of phased contract(s). Intermediate targets and remuneration in instalments must be provided for
• Contracting authority may decide after each phase to terminate partnership or reduce the number of operators
involved

 Commercial acquisition phase
• Purchase of the resulting supplies, services or works from the partner(s) not eliminated, provided that they
correspond to the agreed performance levels and maximum costs

11
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see notably paragraphs 33 and 34 of the Communication from the Commission "Framework for state aid for research and development and innovation" C(2014) 3282.

